Granite-10D
Weather Resistant Outdoor Subwoofer

Granite-52
Weather Resistant Outdoor Speakers

The Ultimate Outdoor Audio System

Features

Granite-52, part of the new ROCK-on outdoor speaker
series, is specifically designed to imitate rock-like
appearance and easily blend in with any outdoor
environment. Made with UV treated, weather-resistant
enclosure materials and durable epoxy resin construction,
the ROCK-on speakers can withstand the demanding
outdoor elements.

• UV treated and weather-resistant enclosure materials

The ROCK-on subwoofer, Granite-10D, features high
power crossovers that reduce distortions and deliver pure
sound that blends in with nature. The Granite-10D brings
bass to your outdoor space, something that is greatly
needed in today’s rock speaker market. Granite-10D’s port
is “S” shaped so water cannot get trapped inside. We have
tested and retested our subwoofer to ensure it is up to par
with our reputable line of subs. Combined with the
Granite-52 speakers, you can turn any backyard into an
entertainment center.
ROCK-on outdoor speakers are the ideal choice for
listening to music in the garden, by the pool, in the yard, or
on the patio.
Granite-52
Granite-10D

5 1/4”, full range 2-way rock speaker
10”, dual 4Ω rock subwoofer

• Epoxy resin durable construction
• Rock-like appearance and finish to easily blend in with
any outdoor environment
• Completely sealed speaker with Santoprene surrounds,
poly cones and poly dust caps
• High power crossovers (for Granite 10D only).

Specifications

Granite-10D

Granite-52

Frequency
Response (±3dB)
Recommended
Amplifier Power
Nominal Impedance
Sensitivity(1W@1M)

30Hz-100Hz

50Hz-21kHz

20-400 Watts

40-200 Watts

Woofer
Tweeter
Dimensions
(HxWxD)

MODEL
Granite-52
Granite-10D

MSRP
$450.00
$799.00

QTY
Pair
Piece

Finish
Enclosure

2 x 4Ω

4Ω

92dB
10 inch
2” diameter voice coil

93dB
5 1/4”
(133mm)

N/A

½” (13mm) mylar

14” (356mm)
18 1/2” (470mm)
21” (546mm)

8 1/2” (216mm)
8 1/2” (216mm)
9” (229mm)

Granite rock

Granite rock

15mm epoxy resin

15mm epoxy resin
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